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Clarion 

Leeds lawyers celebrate Christmas with festive Great Clarion Beard Off 

 

Lawyers at Clarion in Leeds have come up with a novel fundraising (and hair raising!) idea – eight 

‘volunteers’ from the firm have been competing to grow the most facial hair in the build-up to 

Christmas, ready to shave off their beards on 23rd December in aid of the firm’s nominated charity 

Yorkshire Air Ambulance. 

Matthew Hattersley, Martin Grange, Jonathan Simms, Andrew McAulay, Simon Young, Dan Mitchell, 

Mohammed Bah and Tom Lancaster all battled it out in the festive follicle challenge over the last four 

weeks and raised £540 for Yorkshire Air Ambulance, beating their fundraising target.  Clarion has 

matched the amount raised enabling the firm to donate a total of £1,080 to the charity. 

On the last working day before Christmas, the Clarion team got in the holiday mood by voting on the 

best beard of the bunch and partner Andrew McAulay was declared the winner.  Fortunately, all of 

those taking part were treated to a luxury barber’s shave to remove their beards just in time for Santa. 

Winner of ‘The Best Beard’ Andrew McAulay commented: “From designer stubble to goatees, handlebar 

moustaches and muttonchops, I really didn’t know what to expect from my unshaven colleagues, so I 

am extremely proud to have triumphed with my luxuriant facial hair although my family and friends will 

be very relieved to see me lose my bristles before the big day.  Thanks to everyone who’s supported us 

and helped to raise much-needed funds for Yorkshire Air Ambulance.” 

If you’d like to make a donation, visit 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/TheGreatClarionBeardOff 

Clarion is aiming to raise a total of £5,000 for Yorkshire Air Ambulance by the end of May 2017.  The 

charity’s crews have rescued 7,027 people this year alone and require £12,000 a day to run this service 

throughout the region.  The charity relies on the generosity of individuals and organisations alone to 

provide life saving state-of-the-art care. 
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